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July 9, 2020 
 
Sent via email/eFile  

NMRG PACA PROCESS COMPLAINT 
                                     EXHIBIT A2-1  

Mr. Fred J. Weisberg 
Weisberg Law Corporation 
Counsel to Net Metering Ratepayers Group 
And British Columbia Community Solar Coalition 
2730 Ailsa Crescent 
North Vancouver, BC  V7K 2B2 
fredweislaw@gmail.com 
 
 
Re: Net Metering Ratepayers Group and British Columbia Community Solar Coalition –  
 Complaint Regarding BC Hydro’s Abuse of Process in Improper Comments on PACA Applications – 

Project No. 1599110 – Staff Submission – BCH PACA Comments  
 
Dear Mr. Weisberg: 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission staff submit the following document for the record in this proceeding: 
 

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority  
Application to Amend Net Metering Service under Rate Schedule 1289 

Comments on Participant Assistance/Cost Award (PACA) Requests  
Dated June 4, 2020 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Original signed by: 
 
Marija Tresoglavic 
Acting Commission Secretary 
 
 
/jo 
Enclosure 
cc:  bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com 
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June 4, 2020 
 
Ms. Marija Tresoglavic 
Acting Commission Secretary and Manager 
Regulatory Support 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 
 
Dear Ms. Tresoglavic: 
 
RE: Project No. 1599004 

British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC or Commission) 
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro)  
Application to Amend Net Metering Service under Rate Schedule 1289: 
Comments on Participant Assistance/Cost Award (PACA) Requests 

 

BC Hydro writes in response to the Commission’s email dated May 21, 2020 seeking 
comments on the Participant Assistance/Cost Award (PACA) requests submitted by 
British Columbia Old Age Pensioner’s Organization et al. (BCOAPO); Commercial 
Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (CEC); BC Sustainable Energy 
Association (BCSEA); Net Metering Ratepayers Group and British Columbia Community 
Solar Coalition (NMRG and BCCSC) and Pentti O. Sjoman (SJOMAN). 

BC Hydro agrees that all applicants participated in the proceeding and, to varying 
degrees, contributed to a better understanding of the issues by the BCUC and other 
Interveners. BC Hydro has reviewed the requests of the applicants and makes the 
following observations and comments. 

The BCUC PACA Guidelines1 state that: 

“In determining the amount of a participant’s cost award, the Commission 
will consider the following:  

(a) Has the participant contributed to a better understanding by the 
Commission of the issues in the proceeding?  

(b) To what degree will the participant be affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding?  

(c) Are the costs incurred by the participant fair and reasonable?  

                                                
1  Section 4.3 of Appendix A to BCUC Order No. G-97-17. 
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(d) Has the participant joined with other groups with similar interests to 
reduce costs?  

(e) Has the participant made reasonable efforts to avoid conduct that 
would unnecessarily lengthen the duration of the proceeding, such as 
ensuring participation was not unduly repetitive?  

(f) The funding day calculation for funding in accordance with Sections 
4.1 and 4.2, if one is provided.  

(g) Any other matters which the Commission determines appropriate in 
the circumstances. “ 

BC Hydro is mindful that when considering participant requests for cost awards, the 
above noted guidelines, applied consistently for all participants, will support the objective 
of compensating all participants fairly.  

BC Hydro notes that the contribution to the body of evidence of a proceeding can be 
informed in a number of ways, including the submission of IRs, Final Argument as well 
as other forms of evidence. For example, the IRs can help to identify and address issues 
on the evidentiary record, and aid in the BCUC’s understanding of the issues related to 
an application. A table showing the number of the IRs submitted by each of the 
respective interveners in this proceeding, as well as the intervener PACA requests is 
provided below. In the table, the request for NMRG/BCCSC is split into separate 
components for each of NMRG and BCCSC respectively.  

Net Metering Program Amendment Application - IRs 

 IRs per Round Total PACA 

Intervener 1 2 3 IRs Request($) 

BCCSC 156 14 0 170 42,109 

NMRG 64 43 40 147 137,006 

BCOAPO 45 58 0 103 29,981 

BCSEA 128 14 8 150 39,996 

BCUC 131 26 1 158 0 

CANSIA 5 0 0 5 0 

CEC 78 23 14 115 29,621 

Energy Canvas 10 0 0 10 0 

FSJ City 10 9 0 19 0 

GUY 7 0 0 7 0 

Hadland 9 12 0 21 0 

SJOMAN 8 4 0 12 10,500 

Totals 651 203 63 917 289,213 
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Submission by NMRG/BCCSC 

As indicated in the above table, both NRMG and BCCSC did submit a higher number of 
IRs than other Interveners, however the difference in the number of IRs submitted by 
each is not significantly greater than the number of IRs submitted by each of BCSEA, 
CEC and BCOAPO. This may suggest that the contributions and level of effort 
undertaken by NMRG and BCCSC were similar to these other Interveners, all who have 
submitted lower PACA requests than NMRG and BCCSC submitted.  

An Intervener’s Final Argument is also helpful in summarizing the issues identified by a 
respective Intervener in evidence, and the positions they may take on those issues. 
Regarding the Final Argument submitted by NMRG/BCCSC, BC Hydro notes that a 
portion of their final argument dealt with issues outside the scope of the Application. 
Examples include potential future government policy with regards to the role, benefits 
and cost recovery of renewable energy supply, the potential role of the net metering 
program in BC Hydro’s long term resource supply options, and system operational 
issues such as the concept of “islanding” to achieve system reliability. In addition, as 
stated in BC Hydro’s Reply Argument, the NMRG/BCCSC Final Argument included a 
number of assertions of fact that were not supported by the evidence on record for the 
proceeding.  

BC Hydro also notes that there appears to be some overlap in activities performed by 
the three case managers for NMRG/BCCSC and the legal counsel. For example, the 
NMRG had two dedicated case managers, while other Intervener groups had one. It 
appears that Mr. Weisberg also undertook some case manager activities, as well as 
acting as legal counsel. Also, a sizable amount of time appears to be related to 
communication and organization activities for both the legal counsel and the case 
managers, compared to other Interveners.  

Finally, BC Hydro notes that the PACA request of $137,006 for the NMRG exceeds by 
approximately 100 per cent their original PACA budget submission to the BCUC of 
$67,371. For the other Interveners that submitted a PACA budget with the BCUC, their 
final PACA requests did not exceed their PACA budgets by more than 58 per cent.2 

For the reasons discussed above, BC Hydro respectfully submits that the NMRG PACA 
request be adjusted downward, and leaves it to the Commission’s discretion as to the 
level of cost award to be made.  

Submission by Mr. Sjoman 

BC Hydro notes that participation in regulatory proceedings by individuals is an 
important factor in ensuring that a broad range of issues and opinions are identified, 

                                                
2  The PACA budget submissions to the BCUC for the other Interveners submitting PACA 

requests were as follows: CEC - $25,392, BCOAPO - $23,513, and BCSEA - $25,392. 
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discussed and considered in the evidentiary record. BC Hydro notes that Mr. Sjoman 
participated in the current proceeding through the submission of IRs and Final Argument 
and appears to meet the qualification of an individual participant, as defined in 
section 1.0: 

(b) “individual participant” means a participant, who may be potentially 
affected by a proceeding, representing their own interests and not the 
interests of a group or organization.  

Mr. Sjoman has provided an estimate of the time he has spent reviewing the evidence 
submitted in the proceeding and based the amount of his PACA request on the daily 
rate for professional fees for Consultants of $1850 per day. However, BC Hydro notes 
that the scope and content of the Application and evidentiary record did not require 
technical reviews of topics such as net metering generation technologies, facilities or 
alternatives, where the skillset of a professional engineer would be required. Mr. Sjoman 
may therefore be more appropriately compensated for his time involved in the 
proceeding at the rate for individual participation, as set by the BCUC PACA Guidelines. 

BC Hydro has no comments regarding the submissions of the other participants in the 
proceeding.  

For further information, please contact Chris Sandve at 604-974-4641 or by email at 
bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 Fred James 
Chief Regulatory Officer 
 
bh/af 

 
Copy to: BCOAPO 

support@bcpiac.org . 
CEC  
dwcraig@allstream.net  
cweafer@owenbird.com  

 BCSEA 
thackney@shaw.ca  
wjandrews@shaw.ca  
 
Pentti O. Sjoman 
pentti.o.sjoman@gmail.com  

NMRG BCCSC 
fredweislaw@gmail.com  
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